Introduction
This paper is a continuation of the description of the tf category Cov n of covering k-groups of n-groups. The notion of the category Cov£ has been introduced in [6] , where also various classes of morhpisms in Cov£ have been described. In this paper, which is closely related to [6] , we give conlr structions of inductive and projective limits in Cov n and we define a pair of adjoint functors r and A as well. Basing on properties of these functors we show that the category Gr n+^ of (n+1)-groups is a full reflective subcategory of Cov n+1 ( wiiere n = s*k). The terminology of our paper is the same as that of [5] , [6] (cf. also [2] , [3] , [4] ) where we also discuss?" relevant notions. In those papers we always assume that n = sk, s = mq (admitting s = 1 and n = 1), where m, q may be indexed. k+1 We recall only that objects of the category Cov n+^ are covering (k+1)-groups of (n+1) Any morhpism <h' is determined by any two from among the homomorphisms h', h, £ . The homomorphism k+1-^q ,k+1 i s alwa 7 8 a n epimorhpism and, moreover, ?(0) = 0. Thus ? is uniquely determined by the pair of numbers q A , q B (where q 0 ).
Inductive and projective limits in the category Cov^.j
In this section we present constructions of inductive and k+1 projective limits in Cov^^. As usual, we assume that 2) is a nonempty small category (i.e., 3) is a nonempty diagram k+1 scheme). Considering diagrams in Cov Q^ it is convenient to distinguish the category C^-j, which consists of finite cyclic (k+1)-groups as objects and their above-mentioned epimorphisms (i.e. epimorhisms ij such that £(0) = a s morphisms. k+1 Take any diagram P:JD-^Cov n^. Note that the diagram P may be tx*eated as the triple of functors F': 2) -*Gr k+1 , The uniqueness of h and ja proves that <V ,h,p> is unique, which completes the proof of Theorem 2. k+1 It is worthwhile to add that the category Cov]^ has initial objects and final objects (of* [6] From the definition of r we see immediately that it preserves and reflects monomorphisms and reflects epimorphisms. Ptodi The ox'sm 3 of [6] it follows that r also preserves epimorphisms Thus Deserves and reflects bimorphisms. Nevertheless, it k+1 does not reflect isomorphisms (in Cov fl^ there exist bimorphisms which are not isomorphisms, whereas in Gr n+^ every tiacrph.ism is an isomorphism). In Gr n+^ every monomorphism 'eDimorphism) is a regular monomorphism (regular epioorphism), no r preserves regular monomorphisms (regular epimorphisms). Clearly, by Proposition 4 and 5 of [6] the functor r does not reflect regular monomorphisms and regular epimorphisms for k <n. Prom Theorem 4 of [4] it follows that r is a faithful functor. However, it is not a full functor (e.g., if q A <q B , then Mor«A',a A , ,A b ,<; b » » $). We can construct also a functor in the opposite direction, assigning to every (n+1)-group a oovering (k+1) Prom the definition of the functor A_ one can easily see 5 that A_ preserves monomorphisms and epimorphisms. luoreovor, being a faithful functor, A g reflects monomorphisms and opimorphisms. As a left adjoint functor, A 0 preserves regular epimorphisms. It also reflects regular epimorphisms, since in Gr n+1 every epimorphism is regular (of. [5] , Corollary 2}. Proposition 3.
The functor A_ preserves and reflects regular monomorphisms.
Proof. Consider a monomorphism h:A -B. It ia regular in view of Corollary 3 of [5] . The morphism A s (h) = • ^"(h) ,h,e> is, by Proposition 2 of [6] -a regular monomorphism.
Conversely, if Ag(h) is a regular monomorphism, then h is a monomorphism, so a regular monomorphism. This completes the proof.
The functor r, being right adjoint, preserves projective limits. Right adjoint functors often reflect projective liaiiu as well (e.g. the functor ¥). Nevertheless, r does not share this property for k<n (since, as mentioned above, r does not reflect isomorphisms). We shall show even more. The functor ¥ seed rot preserve and reflect projective limits (cf. [5] ; also [7] for the case where ¥ preserves and reflects some special projective limits). Contrary to ¥ , the functor A preserves and reflects all projective limits. 
